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Editorial introduction

In this true story, set in the North East of England, three youngsters from the Indian subcontinent work together on a computing project. They are: Uzman (Muslim from Pakistan), Aisha (Muslim girl from India) and Ashok (Hindu from India). How do they respond to the rising hostility between India and Pakistan?



Ashutósh Várdhana 

The three friends

This is a true story. In the computing department of a Technical College in the North East of England, Uzman, a Muslim student of education, approaches Aisha, Muslim, the star student of the computing class, one of two girls among thirty boys.

'I need someone to design a website for me. I need it for some learning research I am doing for my degree. I can pay you some money, but very little, for I am not earning anything. But it will be good practice for you. Will you do it?'

'This is the first time for me to take on such an assignment. I'd like to give it a try. I will talk to my friend Ashok. He has more experience. If he joins in, I'll do it.'

Ashok, a Hindu, only slightly older than the other two, agrees to help. He does not expect any money, so Uzman need not worry.

'Tell him, we will accept whatever he pays, no matter how much work we put in. He can relax,' says Ashok.

They meet to discuss the details of the project. Uzman is surprisingly vague about various innocuous but relevant things, and Ashok almost has to draw the information out of him with a corkscrew. At last, the purpose and context of the project is clear. Aisha and Ashok understand what they are expected to do. 

During the tea break, the conversation turns to some personal things. Aisha was born in a village in Uttar Pradesh, India. And Uzman?

Uzman blushes, he stammers: 'I'm from Pakistan. Pakistan and India are enemies. Now, I suppose, you won't want to do the site for me, will you?'

Ashok and Aisha exchange glances. Aisha is a modern girl, sometimes Ashok calls her 'Devi', she is capable of taking the lead.

'India and Pakistan **shouldn't** be enemies, the three of us ** aren't **,' Aisha says. 'We are human beings, we are friends, that is more important than our religions, our countries and our communities. We will do your website no matter what, and we shall remain friends and help each other, whatever some irascible old people and some fanatical young people do in other countries.'

'How sad,' thinks Ashok, 'that poor harmless Uzman should even have thought of losing our help, should even have been afraid of admitting that he was from Pakistan!  And they are both Muslims!  Even more confusion of loyalties.'

Uzman is deeply grateful. If, God willing, Aisha and Ashok ever come to Pakistan, they must visit his village. They will be honoured guests in the house of his family.

Ashok and Aisha spend the Christmas vacation of 2001 working on Uzman's website. News from India and Pakistan become increasingly worrying: terrorist attack on the Indian parliament, Indian villagers evacuated from the partition line through Kashmir, talk of the nuclear danger and that America can and must stop either side from making a nuclear strike.

Ashok feels sorry for Uzman, whose degree depends on this website and who, faced with such serious news, does not know what Aisha and Ashok are thinking while in fact they are quietly working away on his project. Ashok discusses the matter with Aisha and they draft a reassuring e-mail for Uzman:

'27 December 2001

Hi Uzman,

Just a quick Hello from Aisha & me. We r working on ur website & r making gd progress. Inshah Allah, we will b able 2 show u a first draft at the beginning of term. Aisha will let u know when we have got that far.

Meanwhile keep cheerful & don't let international politics get u down. We r friends no matter what other people, esp. generals & politicians, do. We r human beings no matter where we r from. But may Allah protect all our countries & people from foolishness!

There is a nice old Hindu prayer: "Protect us, Lord, from desire, fear and anger."

These r the greatest sins cos they do most harm 2 the person who comits them. Apply that 2 our countries:
-	desire: both want (or want to keep) the same piece of land
-	fear: each is afraid of the other, presumably without good reason
-	anger: each might in a flash of anger do something that it will afterwards regret

Take care, and Happy New Year, from Aisha and Ashok.


When the parents of the three heard about these sentiments, they were deeply disappointed. 

'These youngsters have no more ideals,' said Uzman's father.

'They have lost touch with their mother country,' said Aisha's father. 'Their children will no longer know that they are Indian, they will have forgotten to speak Urdu and they will neglect their religion.'

'They know nothing of Kashmiri history and the Hindu spiritual heritage of that region. They have abandoned the values that we fought for and that our ancestors died for,'  said Ashok's father.

The mothers said nothing.

Eventually the American President found the words which were adequate to the tragic situation, when he said, literally: 'We are working hard to convince both the Indians and **the Pakis** that there's a way to deal with their problems without going to war' (Guardian, London, 9 Jan 2002). That's what the Afghans felt when the bombing started.

A sad tale indeed. But since it happened, it had to be told.
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